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 Abstract—A   finite   element  (FE)   perturbation   method   for 
computing electrostatic field distortions and electrostatic forces 
due   to  moving conductors   is  developed.  First,  an  unperturbed 
problem   (in   the   absence   of   conductors)   is   solved   with   the 
conventional   FE   method   in   the   complete   domain.   Then,   a 
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I. INTRODUCTION
he  finite  element   (FE)  modeling  of  an  electrostatically 
driven moving conductor needs successive computations 
for each new position. This may be computationally expensive 
specially   when   dealing   with   3D   models   of   complex 






unperturbed  problem  is   first   solved   in   a   large  mesh   taking 
advantage of any symmetry and excluding additional regions 
and   thus   avoiding   their  mesh.   Its   solution   is   applied   as   a 
source to the further computations of the perturbed problems 
when conductive regions are added. It benefits from the use of 
different   subproblem­adapted   meshes,   this   way   the 
computational  efficiency   increases   as   the   size  of  each  sub­
problem   diminishes   [2].   For   some   positions   where   the 
coupling between regions is significant, an iterative procedure 








In   this  paper,   the   considered   conductors   are   supposed   to 
move with small speed in the absence of any magnetic field in 








The   perturbation   method   is   developed   here   for   solving 
electrostatic   problems  with   an   electric   scalar   potential   FE 
formulation   and   computing   the   ensuing   quantities,   i.e.   the 
electric   field,   electric   charges   and   forces.   This  method   is 
extended   herein   to   account   for   the   addition   of   conductors 
subjected to a fixed potential.






boundary  e  d ,  of   the 2­D or 3­D Euclidean space. 









field  e  can be derived from an electric scalar potential  v, i.e. 
e = – grad v.




c, p .  Using   the   solution   of   the   unperturbed   problem   as   a 
source, the perturbed problem is solved in a domain p, with 
boundary  p ep  dp ,  including  the so­called perturbing 
conductive   region  c, p  and   its   neighborhood.   Indeed, 








Particularizing   (1a­b­c)   and  (2a­b)  for   both   the 
unperturbed   and   perturbed   quantities,   and   subtracting   the 
unperturbed equations from the perturbed ones, a perturbation 
problem is defined in p  (initially in ) [1]­[3]. The obtained 
















becomes   non­homogeneous.   The   perturbed   problem,   with 





However,   such   conditions   can   only   be   applied   if   a   finite 
boundary p  is defined. Indeed, an infinite boundary would 
support a zero source[2].








The   projection   of  vu  in   a   reduced   support   around   some 






as   the   solution   of   an   electric   scalar   potential   formulation, 








F(Ω)   is  approximated  with  nodal  FEs.  The surface   integral 
term in (8) can be associated with a global quantity or used for 




the  new added perturbing conductive  region  c, p  through a 





where   the   function   space  F(c, p)   contains  vs  and   its 
associated   test   function  v'.   At   the   discrete   level,  vs  is 
discretized   with   nodal   FEs   and   is   associated   to   a   gauge 
condition by fixing a nodal value in c, p.
When the unperturbed electric field value (eu =  grad vu ) 
is needed in the layer of FEs touching  c, p  in  p \ c, p , the 
projection of  vu  can be extended to this transition layer. This 







behaviour   in   the   ensuing   equations   where   the   involved 
quantities are also gradients.







source   and   perturbing   regions   is   significant,   an   accurate 
solution   can   be   obtained   via   an   iterative   procedure   that 
calculates   successive  perturbations  not  only  from the   initial 
source region to the added conductor but also from the latter to 




scalar potential  v2i  in  ,  with  v0 vu .  The projection of this 
solution from its original mesh to that of the added conductor 
c, p gives a source vs, 2i+1 for a perturbation problem. This way, 
we obtain a potential  v2i+1  and an electric charge in c, p  that 
will   counterbalance   the  potential  and   the   electric   charge   in 
c . A new source vs, 2i+2 for the initial configuration has to be 









with  non­homogeneous  Dirichlet   BC  v2i+2 = vs,2i+2   c  and 












A suitable treatment of  the surface integral   term in (10) 
consists  in naturally defining a global electric charge in the 
weak sense  [5]. Choosing a test function  v'  equal to one on 










As previously  mentioned,   the  perturbed  electric   field  ep 
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method   for   electrostatic   field   distortions,   we   consider   a 
parallel­plate   capacitor   (plate   length  and  plate   separation 
200 µm).  The conductive  parts  c  of   the  capacitor  are  two 
electrodes between which the difference of electric potential is 
V  1V (upper electrode fixed to 1V). A square conductor 
(side = 20 µm),   fixed   at   0.7V,   is   considered   as   perturbing 
region  c, p  inside   the   capacitor.   The   geometry   of   this 
conductor accounts for fringing field effects. Its distance from 
electrode at V0 = 1V is denoted d.
Fig. 1   shows example of  meshes   for   the unperturbed and 
perturbation problems. An adapted mesh, specially fine in the 




considered with  the developed perturbation method,   i.e.   the 
unperturbed   potential  vu,   the   perturbation   potential  v  and 
electric   field  e,  and  the   perturbed   potential  vp  and   electric 
field ep.
For   the   position  d = 20 µm,   a   sequence   of   perturbation 
problems has been carried out. The relative error of vp and the 












respectively.   Note   that  vp  converge   faster   than  ep  (Fig. 3). 
Applying   the  Aitken  acceleration   to   the   iterative  procedure 
speeds up the convergence. In that case, only 5 iterations are 
required for both vp and ep (Fig. 4).




Fig. 4. Relative   error   of  vp  (top)   and  ep  (y­component)   (bottom)   computed 
along the conductor top surface for some iterations with Aitken acceleration.
At odd  iterations,   the  electric  charge  Qp  and   the   electric 
forces on the outer surface of the conductor are computed. In 
order   to   compare   with   the   FE   solution,   we   consider   the 









Several  relative positions  d  of   the conductor  are listed  in 
Table. I. For each of them, the perturbation problem is solved 
and an iterative process is carried out till convergence (i.e. the 
relative error  of  vp,  ep,  Qp  and  Fp  is  smaller   than 1%).  The 
number of iterations to achieve convergence without and with 
































An  iterative   finite  element  perturbation  method has  been 
developed   for   efficiently   computing   electrostatic   field 
distortions   and   forces   due   to  moving   conductors.  First,   an 
unperturbed   problem   (in   the   absence   of   some   perturbing 
regions)   is   solved  with   the   conventional  FE  method   in   the 
complete domain. Second, a perturbation problem is solved in 
a   reduced   region   with   an   additional   conductor   using   the 







source   and   perturbing   regions   is   significant,   an   accurate 
solution can be obtained via an iterative procedure.



















in   various   finite   element   formulations   and   its   application   to 
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